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social, and cultural well-being and for their health
safety while; meeting the nccds of future generations,
the niid remedying, or mitigating adverse
effects of activities on the definition

similar to that nf

Kozloff and or consumption
nf a said be renewable depends on the rime frame
under consideration. They that a perspeclive nf years
more adequate for an energy fuel be
considered as renewable, since technical during that
will have rendered today's perspective obsolete. (personal

1994) has the per-
ceives in the potential energy t~

is not much the lack of knowledge
but rather the lack of on the of
from these useful rates.

this paper. rhat flows of thermal fluids persist
for tens of thousands of years around cooling plutons, and that t h i n
natural ilow recharges use the
"renewable" to indicate geothermal energy use at the ratc of natural
rechargc. Wc will consider the term have a time

as suggested Kozloff and Dower and will also
use this term in the sense of the to
indicate that does not jeopardize future generations.

Energy and

total available amnunt heat hydrothermal
resource its resupply by conduction and
from great depth arc quantities potential?)? tu
hy The rate of consumption of the resourcc
through production of gcothcrmal fluids a t is

political, and factors. which WE

will together term "economic factors."
rial sustainability of a given
Therefore depends on both and

factors i n principle, all be

To our industry, i s no
the sustainability of producrion from geothermal resourccs.

This leaves a void that is filled with conjectureand,
vorable and other reservoir prob-
lems have created questions in the minds of utilities, insti-

tutions. and the about the of geother-
mal and its ability to significantly lo world's
energy over any significant geothermal
energy just an interesting "flash in the having no rcal
For example, United States General states

most of known large fields hove already
been developed and that operators encrgy

than nature it" 1994). They this
to predict little future for powcr in the

with their the
of undeveloped and undiscovered resources that could

brought into production lo declines reservoirs.
and neglecting fact thai are mining water from

geothermal systems, we may have little heal.

There arc several reasons for the lock of information on geothermal
Perhaps typical

study is carried out i n very way, assuming a
reservoir limited to that known directly drilling, and an
arbitrary for the power plant, often years. This is to
assure the financial that there a risk of

studies have application of the heat remaining in the
reservoir after the primary period of cxploitation the larger

of heat lateral below immediate reservoir. In
tion, the high initial costs of geothermal dcvclopment
acquiring a of the the feasibili-
ty study, welt-field plant design.

of project. inay he
an capacity and optimum heat-mining strat-
egy for a particular system.

How can we the sustainability of production
ma! How can we better quantify capacity
of a reservoir an early stage in a and
avoid How can the and
financial to march better the reser-
voir to economic How can we

of sustainable into of geothermal
These are some of tho for which we,

geothermal community, need provide

2.
SYSTEMS IN THE EARTH'S

Intrusion rucks regions of the
crust (2 km has occurred since

is known billion
or old bast areas granitic plutonic rocks that

intrusivc with the
arid precious-metat deposits intimately

time arid space with are dated from every

Igneous intrusion brings up enormous
quantities of heat depth and the such

convection
we will consider thcm in this

Deposition, and Systems

that larger, higher-temperature, more vig-
orous geothermal systems arc driven heat

known cause the large
earths surface ot world. I n

tion, must system display
to very old) events.

one
that certain deposits

activity kind in active. systems.
include disseminated-copper,

and mcrcury
associated with andesitic

and gold also drawn hy and Ellis
staled pother -

mal in the those
for deposits

ancient terranes." In Philippines, and
Leach supporlcd such hypotheses

systems more or
since the start late if

wcrc years, over fossil systems would be
expected. than to have

areas throughout world
of both mineral deposita active

systcms. history and
over more than 100million

years bus been obsened B a s i n and province west-
ern States arid Hicks, and
Berger,

tha t proccsses similar. if identical, thosc
in active systems a histo-

ry io past. geothermal systems
hut
that occurred throughout geologic 

Many schematic igneous-hydrothermal systems that
result i n ore deposits and geothermal have bren

complex they include physical and chemi-
cal of circulation of hot, highly saline fluids on

and on host rocks. will
model shown i n Figure Its salient

include on hcat source at basc, which km
in depth thr top, wil l ! fluids having

that involve the intrusion aiid host
IO ofthe



present time. White a magma volume of
must have been and for yrars tu

supply the heat at Steamboat, ai their pre-
sent hot spring sinter at that deposited
3 agu, a very long of activi-
ty, perhaps spawned by individual intrusions shallow dcpth from a
very large suggested that

most conclusive from volcanic-hosted vein
deposits, thermal spring systems; and

copper deposits suggest that on the total time of
activity i s 1 the range nf activity

is between and

Surface

7
Simple,

with hear source.

thermal
zone. and faulting actual

such lo

Numerical of

Most of hydrothermal in
refer a hot region of some type a t depth but only include details

itself. A few workers havc
the nature of the association and

the igneous intrusion and systcm
of htrw volume

cool through conducrion and groucd-water convection provides use-
ful insight into the hctween the

systems, and mineral processcs. Numerical 
model studies havc carricd out by scvcral investigators

Cathles offered a series of
computer modcls on intrusion of a

at 700°C host rock of uniform
and geothcrmal gradient. his modeled

is is 2.75 km below
the surface Figure 2 shows contours

0.25
intrusion. Features note are lateral spread of the

and its rise to Figure shows the
system. Steep cooling

higher due to vigorous transport o t
heat to the 4 shows surface

a function of after intrusion. that
hcat loss (zero permeability),

never the surface. rhe
heat flow greatly.

Such this others allow thcir draw scvcral
can generare surface heat tlux-

and hot rock with vapur- or liquid-domi-
hydrothermal (2) high

hear flux, ranges from lo than
ycars; tor conductive

surface heat-flow the
width of the pluton results of convcction ovcr

rather over and the zone
imurn fluid may lie outside of the intrusion
and. through the system,
with the vigorous fluid convection taking place prior to arrival
of thermal surfacc, have

implications for which.
wc will not havc space discuss in this paper.

Duration of Thermal

Numerical modeling results borne out by the
Sims White

concluded that activity for deposi-
tion of mcrcury at the Sulphur Bank mine. near
thermal field, California! began years continues

rcsults are and pertinent geothermal-
the mosr finding from is

that typical ranges upward
to more than years. System duration depends on

of thermal energy crust by the pluton,
ability of the and host rock, whether or free How

top occurs, among many
the top promote more fluid circu-

lation to systcm

We conclude that systcms in crust any
"renewable" and "sustainable". 

However, we shall see, exploitation that natural recharge
can greatly system

of Reservoirs

Estimates the rate a available
twn will a

at the earth's surface which. if wcll
enough. may tn yield the natural heat
loss the of resource. To such determinations must be
added the from springs, k a -

The heat loss surface is taken to the rate of
hcat input decp

heal-loss may reliable for at
three reasons: cnough must he

tu edges the including
any zones of lateral hot-water flow, which ( 2 )

movement other
heal-flow and, accurate

of hcat trom hot springs and other difficult
tu an example of this method. determined
tie rate of hcat trom Springs,

70 comprised at supplied from the
at depth and trom background heat flow,

and exothermic reactions
et el

of determining recharge rote is with detailed

thesc attempt to match either
known, pre-production and distribution in

available of
The natural recharge rate is included as a parameter to hclp

the model match field When a satisfactory
is the recharge parameter is taken an estimate of the nat-
ural thermal recharge rate. Fnr recent

have been on Hot Springs, Utah
addressed

of the field in tcrms of versus
ability. Through matching production history the w d l s in the

the Tetrad software. ( 1 ) the deep fluid
rccharge is about 23 at although he that
this he a 37 (42

needed match the rate of welt during a
shut-in: and. (2) power decline f o r various

indicate an ultimate (sustainable?) of
( observed at production

has decline. and of 500
psi decline took in the four

models. Starting
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Figure 2. of a system with timc aftcr Two-dimensional intrusion
Permeability is (after Cathles,

Figure 3. The of permeability (K, late o f system shown in Figure 2 (after

Figure Maximum surface with time various values of fur plutonic-hydrothema1 systcm shown
Figure 2 (after Cathles.
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Other natural recharge rates and very limited ideas of
reservoir for liquid-dorninatcd systcrns have been

various matched the 
tion temperature and pressure distribution the

Japan using rcchargc of at a
This yields 45 for the convective thermal input to the system.

field has been under production with a
plant. o i the state of the geothermal ficld
at Costa curried out by
They concluded that the rate natural is at a

a thermal input about Their
cling indicated that the field can generation for
years with or without injection, but maintaining 110 for
ycars is problematic due potential with

or scaling of the formation due to boiling. T h e authors
emphasized that limits and distrihution of the f icld

and that this lack of knowledge
markedly their results.

The small field was modeled and
estimated the natural recharge tn

fluid al. the
results of a simulation of the Sumikawa reservoir,

Japan. Recharge the system was estimated 31
comprised of25 from fluid inflow and from conduction.

io be capable of sustaining 50 of gen-
eration for more than SO 'I'hc largc volume of the reservoir,
ahout 40 long life despite the low recharge
rate. According to Elder the heat loss of
trom Wairakei system its state requires a of

fluid from depth.

1 a rough heat-Bow maps given
and Combs (1992) and Thomas for The Geysers

region in Graphically the
350 contour: which includes and is somewhat larger the

production zone, yields area nf having a
conductive hear loss about The production area at tbe

of a much larger anomaly of about
within the 4 heat-flow unit The conducrive
heat loss from this rcgion is roughly 170 These figures

surprising in of the thermal resource at the
known Geysers field. I f field is assumed to block
rock in extent 3 thick,
is roughly 1.7 or 170 Quads equivalent to burning
billion or 6.2billion short tons of coal. Fnr

energy consumption in United States for all uses is about

summary, it appears that the rate of natural rcchargc of known
hydrothermal ranges a tu

than For comparison, et (1995) report that
individual vents the have typical
of 350°C and of ahout I Vent fields have typical out-
puts of to but of a few day's duration
are with energy outputs of The

recharge rate represents the minimum ratc at which
systems in produced iur of years.

when artificial production becomes intense. profound 
changes are made to natural
may be considerably foreshortened, 

3. ENERGY PRODUCTION FROM HYDROTHERMAL
SYSTEMS

By inherited from utility industry, the feasibility
geothermal projects is terms their ability to
repay the investment during on lifetime, usually ycars.

rate o f energy extraction is number

'This term "heat mining" predates and seems preferable
to the more use to tu of hot dry

Wright

of production wells needed to supply the power plant. and can bc
made than rate. the early

of a project, i t not to estimate the
with reliability. I n any casc, the ratc is rarely

limited the natural resupply because do would result in a
project small as lo

Liquid-Dominated Hydrothermal Systems

Elder gives simple, treatment of exploitation
of liquid-dominated hydrothcrmal systcms in estimates
their Ha the term "heat mining" to refer to
that during which the particular hydrothcrmal has

and energy extracted a t rates considerably greater 
in the natural. undisturbed He providcs cf the

net of of reservoir heal electrical power that
from for an turbine tu

ample cooling water is for the Hc
simple exploitation of a with a large thermal volume and

sufficiently dccp, and with small discharge, sa that
occurs in ground or uncased sections of the bores,

Figure 5 the expected behavior that, a
period of arid will sta-

bilize at values which may the production for a long
od nf time. Elder thrn show for a

as illustrated in Figure 6. In his example, the natural power
input to the system and power
la) (b) 150 and 200 are shown. Using
1 convcrsion efficiency. these three cases correspond to extraction
nf 1,500 and from the sys-
tem, respectively. Power generation continues at a constant level
through addition as

an abandonment condition is reached. In this example, if the
cnergy removal to rate of resupply [Figure ha), effects

arc minor and the system can be utilized for a long period of
on However, as the power extrac-

tion up increases (Figure the effects are
dramatic. and severely limit the which can

used this

Hanano also give a reservoir
longevity for liquid-dominated systems. They use a simulation tech-
nique comprised of a reservoir a sys-

tem-manapemem model study reservoir pressure and
behavior in dcvclopment cases. The management model

and models to evaluate field decline.
longevity, recoverable electric energy. behavior IS

power-plan1 electric

requiring a flow rate through periodic addition of new wells
as temperature and pressure decline until arc
reached. The authors srate six factors strongly influencc
- output powcr, wcll density, (3) injection strategy, ( 4 ) ini-

tial reservoir initial fluid remperature, and
ability in and around rcscrvoir. first three factors can he man-
aged artificially, last are fixed by nature and are specif-
ic to the area.

Figure 7 shows the simple reservoir model used illustrative
givcn by Hanano et All production from

production block, and the separated water i s all injected into the
injection block. Boundary conditions arc constant and
pressure. Figure 8 run of the model.
Reservoir draws down as soon as production thcn its
rate decline slows. Decline of fluid is small first,
but accelerates gradually with time because of migration of injected
water intn the production field. Steam quality with
temperature, so that the total production rate must be increased tu
maintain a specified output. As the production rate increased, pres-
sure declines further. The steam production rate of a typical
a function of powcr is shown in demonstrating the

power on well decline. Figure shows the
field longevity until abandonment a function of output power. and
Figure shows the electric: energy nvtr the lift-
lime as output power. energy
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6

I I I I

0 500
time, years

Figure Schematic pressure,
of system under production

5
1 (years)

Constant power generation (a) 150
for a hypothetical system

rate is with convcrsion T
=temperature,W pressure loss,P = powcr

of rcquircd. (b) ana show the end of power generation
when reached (after Elder,

I I I I
0 4 7

Figure 7. Simple reservoir model used by et

Total Production

Time

Figure Temperature and pressure behavior of reservoir, and
increasing producrion rate needed to meet power

(after et

production rate per a function
power (after et ,
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I no1
1

Output

Figure 10. Development longevity as a function of output
example given et al.

longevity are both highest at small output ratcs. As the
power-plant size increases, both parameters In
example, systcm for 1 is almost times greater
than for and from 1
I S twice as large as that of

Recovery of thermal energy from a hydrothermal system is some-
times compared with recovery ot oil from
However, there is an important difference: whereas some the
occurs in dead-end pores that cannot bc scccsscd by wells, heat
can not be similarly trapped in the rock. can, in principal,

all the heat a systcrn at the. surface if we are willing wait
for it to flow from the intu fluid

heat mining that results from lower production rates, as
in above. from this heat-flow effcct. The

important point from this examplc is at high production rates
a fraction the energy in a hydrothcrmal systcm might

recovered-the rest is left in rhe ground: perhaps be later
Although cncrgy may not run the power plant used for
initial i f for annther application.

Vapor-Dominated System

systems fnrm in the interplay betwccn 
restricted recharge limited discharge (White
With both present, an existing system may boil
down, leaving steam as the medium
turcs and With little recharge, system is fluid-limit

and cari with of steam produc-
tion wells, the majority of heat remaining in the rock.
For in liquid-dominated hydrothemat systcm with
porosity, about 80% of the heat resides in the rock and
resides in the water. In a systcm having the same
porosity, of the heat resides in rock and only 1% resider
the steam. in vapor-dominated systems is how to mine
this thermal in the absence of large amounts water fur-
nished by naturc. Wc will briefly outline activities at Larderello, The
Geysers, and the of these

Two successful strategies sustaining production at Larderello,
Italy, were outlined by Cappetti and -decp drilling 

t

1 1 100
Ourpui Power

Figure Total recoverable energy a i a of output
given

and injection. Deep drilling has shown highly
are separated by having permeability, impeding verti

migration of p a r t
drilling dcptbs of m discovered high pro-

ductivity and it to
production from and to offset the decline of the

wells already i n injection experiments in
field have given resulrs and indicate strategies

be elsewhere. at tup rcscrvoir in
where fracturcs allow downward percolation

whereas dccp injcction has not yielded positive results. After
pears of at into i t

was found that j of the injected was vaporized,
gas leading greater powcr-

plant efficiency, (3) an increase i n reservoir pressure 0.2
and (4) there was no in

Stefani that it is
where the wells produccd considcrahle amounts of

rhe initial phase of development, and inject at

using wells that had bccn good producers

At increased steam 
with rapid nf hctween

[Barker field development started 
in 1972,with a n avenge of installed through From

1989, the average rate of development was
Beginning i n a roughly pressure noticed,
whereas the previous decline rate had

have with results in
parts of The Geysers field. In cases, has nor

steam or has highiy steam
containing hydrochloric acid. Currently, a three-year experiment is
being undertaken in the portion of

Northern California Power Pacific &
and the U. of et
one well at rates of (25 lis) i n

increased steam in W i t h several
days January 1994 start injection, enhanced pro-
duction totalling thousand pounds per hour (kph)

the five producing wells on the injection wcll pad.
wells in area being monitored also showed

the injectinn test although wclls showed decreas-
es, Over the first four months of the experiment, lhc

rate was gpm (38.4 and 40.7% by mass this amount
was recovered as produced steam from wells.
time from of injection to the reporling of results
was only six

to grow as lime passes. 
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The results of this cxpcrimcnt are important planned to

bring water into the portion of The Geysers
field. A diamctcr pipelinc would
carry as seven of treated
municipal waste water from Lake County, which lies east
of field. The pipeline to about

require about $6 million in for secondary distribution
and injection facilities, and to further require about

Increased 50 to is
anticipated. this: Injection is an cvcn larger

has been bring waste water intu the central part 
The Geysers field from cities such which to
west.

electrical at
field in Japan. Full power of has been

although rcscrvoir prcssurc is wells a r t

superheat, a of
of water in the reservoir et
most thr since

the lirnitcd recharge is from the where reservoir pressure
and steam prnduction have least.
l ion and to extract heat i n the reservoir,

of steam inro
al., Injection of well in

production well of t/h nf increase,
and 1 0 of liquid at between of
injection and increascd stcam produdion was days despite that
fact that the twi: wells are only apart. all of

water is recovered as either s t e m or liquid from the
wcll. the heat energy of fluid relative,

i s 5 increased production is equivalent to
IS And heat f l u x

reservoir is about the heat flux
by the injection I S abour times natural flux,

giving the efficiency of this heat experiment.

ECONOMICS AND SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT 

Natural he divided broadly
categories. resources, the name implies,

finite, so thar using thcm at all stock. national
is the rate at which :hc stock should

he depleted over time. Renewable
of their sustainable yield allows the

resource The and issue with 
resources the rille wliich they should

stocks are maintained. have seen that geothermal
arc renewable at small level of but

take place at a higher level certain period of
Geothcrmal thcn, arc on a being

and

Efficiency

Figure in a analysis (after
Serapeldin and Steer,

2832

Economics

I n analysis economists ii

to determine present value of a future asset, ray an income stream
trom gcothcrmal production. When this is for the relatively
Iong time periods of intercst in the present value of
future geothermal production small. For example: the

years hence discounted at a rate
is $57. If discounted over years, the same $1,000 is

worth a mere today. rhis of a
future asset! there is little economic incentive for developor to
extract energy from a in a way.

methods analysis wcrc an when the
capacities earth's natural systems were large compared

with the demands made upon demand could bc
simply increasing production. arc rapidly a

lime when this will longer the I n the future, will be
io which do

not destroy the earth's narural The rare
In analyscs is current opportunity of

in the For long-term i t is
argued that discount should since we he
sure that rates of return persist, especial-
ly the natural basc and

would to higher present value of
the future and perhaps change the we go about dcvclop-

on what rate

should be nnr on whcthcr manipulating it would be an appropriate

The World Bank one to

three viewpoints must be those of the
nf and of tlir and

Steer, economic analysis sees three view-
points as primarily in
A sustainable-development would the three view-
points as an of shown i n Figure
13, which are value monetarily. A sustainability
approach to would strcss (1) of

assets nced lo ensure
truly up the stock of and

the need to think ahout safe standards when
capital is critical and Warford, 1993).

On a level, rhere is growing rhar
of such as gross national product not

a country's true economic because they ignore
al-resource dcgradation (El and

riot with even under the 
System of Notional is

Efficiency

Social

Social mobility

13 a economic
analysis (aftcr Serageldin Steer,
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be in informalion policy makers
and in guiding in our endeavors, Some that

he included i n such studies are discussed below.
Each element must ultimately economic terms, since
either traditional or sustainable economics will continue to drive or

geothermal

For the costs of actions taken to protect the envi-
are as income instead of k i n g from

national account. In addition, the of narural resources such
or minerals charge to the national account to reflect

the decrease in future production. Policy based such
faulty measures are A development path is
sustainable if and only if the total of overall capital assets

remains constant ovcr time. Capital assets include manufac-
tured capital capital (knowledge, skills),
natural or environmental capital (forests, soil, The
proprr measure, national incnme to sustainability is
equal to the amount that can be consumed running
of capital down and Warford, 1993). I t is apparent that new
notional accounting methods must be devised true nf
natural and its is to be reflected, Without
revised accounting system, the wrung signals will continue to
he to policy and w e will continue on

path of natural resourcc

havc introduced total
nomic value of bringing environmental into

analyses on a basis. 'l'hc total economic value for a
would consist of the direct-use value,

value?and intrinsic or existence value. Direct-use
values for energy resources are straightforward, and are given

current economic analyscs if these include external costs 
of using the resource. values consist mainly of values
given (see Figure and important may dif-
ficult tu resources. Option-use values

amount that governments or individuals are willing to pay tu
a resource for future Extstcnce values relate to all other

valuations of the natural asset, such as total

nomic valuc a comprehensive framework within which to
value natural such as energy systcrn

analysis based on were implemented, it would be a sig-
nificant departure from economic analyses gcothcrmal
resources and contribute to a more sustainable rate of

Howcver, mrich remains be and by
governments before systems of national and

analysis will he take natural into
full consideration.

and Geothermal

Although satisfactory for making analyscs of
sustainable development do not exist, we be sure they are

When these arc available, they will help in devis-
ing implementing regional, and
mcnt plans that quitc different from those in use Until
that time, we can still use of ahove to
help us considcr sustainability of production from geothermal

l'hc project analysis fails to a true
measure of the useful energy can be produced frum a

Yet, this type analysis i s the only available in the
literature for to The by such
analyscs is that the resource will be depleted far than in fact it

will be. Field i s usually in feasibility
studies and carried out in practice io such a way thar pressure and
temperature are allowed IO decline at a ccrtain acceptable rate to the
project time limit or to an abandonment field is said to

when it will no sustain some chosen level of gen-
eration. At this point, however, of heat
remain in the rock-fluid system. A residual value for the
gcothermal resource after initial i s not
nired since its value would be only a few of the pro-
ject cost using economic anal Strategies
an3 use remaining heat for further power generation or for direct uses
arc rarely explored.

I that it for world gcothermal community to
undertake meaningful studies the sustainability geothermal pro-
duction that go far beyond the usual study.

Total in Resource
As we have discussed, amount of heat remaining in

after the primary of may be large. However,
residual heal within the known itself is only a small p a r t of
that available in the thcrmal anomaly. Rocks lateral to and
beneath the reservoir significant quantities of heat.

he known true of the thermal espe-
cially lower Methods which address the mining of hcat
from total system are now being conceptualized. Takahashi
and have a project in Japan to develop
methods of mining heat lateral to a hydrothermal In their

"lint rock" reservoir dcsign, the size of the hydrother-
mal would enlarged by fracturing rocks

them to the natural hydrothermal system. This idea has
merit, and its technical economic feasihility need to bc

cxamincd.

mine deep heat in geothermal also need lo

conceptualized they can and

Lardcrcllo successfully extended downward
through drilling and Stefani, but the amount of
energy in :he roots of large is still unknown.
Deep drilling clscwhere. A project of Japan's
New Energy known as
"Deep-Scatcd Geothermal Resources Survey" is working to define

of deep geothermal seduce
risk deep resource exploration, and put deep

practical el al., A m hole Is being
drilled in the Kakkonda geothermal field as part this project

I n many we know that the thermal larger
under production hcing For example,

Laky et state that the Ahuachapan-
Chipilapa gcothcrmal system in Salvador over
and that !he reservoir is only part of this
thcrmal system, which extends to the east Recharge.

at the rate of of
fluids? yielding a thermal
et This rccharge is to the out-

flow of a much larger, hydrothermal system
under the Laguna volcano. There examples like this of

explored virtually every geothermal
provincc. studies sustainability should include
estimates of in entire to point
of reasonable conjecture about the lateral and lower boundaries

this will reach much morc plausible assessment
of geothermal sustainability than i s now available from current reser-
voir

Improved
Any o f production from gcothcrmal
resources must consider that the technology will continue

plants are at least more efficient in
their conversion of steam lo electricity than they were

ago The at The Geysers field in had a
steam conversion rate of 20 kg) of consumed for
each kilnwatt-hour of power generated. much more modern
plants brought on line in the conversion nf 14.5
- Drilling has also
improved, resulting in financial impact on

from these expensive The development
reservoir and effective chemical us
to do better job of production and
optimize. o f the Petty ct al. have shown that the

of geothermal power available in States at costs

lower increase expected
in Their does n o t account
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increased ability to hcat from and of
geothermal systems better technology.

Tlie is tlir is and is
still going up the learning curve in geothermal
There for furthcr
technology. As a result of successful programs, w e can
that the gcothcrmal powcr to

each reservoir will the quantity of geothermal reserves
a s a total grow

Energy today most parts of the world. In the
States, low natural prices have so geothermal

that for new geothermal generation i s

growth in energy consumption i s faster than the
in aiid

supply, costs will increase. Predicting future of energy has
energy

greatly affect the amount that can be
of

must he hased assumed energ!, costs. and
projectitins f o r such studies.

With awareness of nccd for management of
naturai and of making

a:,

thermal energy will This will happen very if
warming a hccn
criticized attempts i n the United a

ronmcntal caused energy and

decisions (Ottinger et example. the of Nevada

has
their atmospheric emissions get a valid

with costs. Our estimates
of production should

for i n compensation fo r the
tal benefits of geothermal

There is value any thal rcsourccs in the fact 
they uncertainty

not hard purchase. This
he many today, and growing

importance: especially in othcr fuels.
in studics

Fuel Diversity
is valuc a uf

Countries that rely on for depend
rains their - nr may

not in America have left many
here capacity.

generation is more than hydropower in this regard.
value geothermal resources io fuel diversity be

fur arid in
gcothennal sustainability

of Risk Diversity
is value utility nr a having with diverse

risk profiles. Geothermal projects have relatively risks
the is being and power

However, the long-term risks escalating fucl price
Iowcr thcy

energy
to a: the rale, costs

of This
be for in of
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Sustainable the
Commission does imply that any given energy
needs he used in hut merely that a

for be found that will allow future
to provide for themselves in spite of the fact that

has been depleted. Thus, i t may nut be
any field sustainable fashion.

direct geothermal studies
toward reaching thcn sustaining certain overall level of

at a or regional both for clcctrical
generation and direct-heat for a certain period,

say years. bringing gcothcrmal systcms o n line others
arc

In this evaluate o f hot dccp-
rock occur i n

i n near vicinity
i plutonic and (2) at

to on earth. of
is quantified, hut known be

Smith amount thermal energ) i n
igneous-related a
dcpth km in about If only of this
energy could he produced. about 30

o f powcr at thermal efficien-
cy ai. (1975) ihat crust

surface depth of in the United States
3 X J , in latter

is compared with the demand for energy in
about X all uses. If be

they
significant our needs. I n terms of

studies need
closely likelihood such resources become

and what their could
rock in the Europc, Japan. and

Australia can used starting paint.

5.CONCLUSIONS

of geothermal d o n o t give accurate

people
an o f industry make evalua-

tions funding
and about reliabil-
ity potential of and lack tu sup-
part the have done

coin-
the promise o u r industry. must take

1 that studics, hased o n the ideas
to provide a evaluation the

contribution cncrgy to both i n

studics group, of geologists, reservoir
and oth-

ers, is I in helping put such a study
group to carry and would par-
ticipants who corn::

I gratefully the financial U.S.
of Energy, under contrac: No .

of in a
on geothermal which I conducted undcr !he

of thr in March, I
the the participants ideas. I am
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tu Dr. Tsvi fur his review of and helpful comments
on the draft manuscript, and to Robert Turner for able help with
graphics.
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report was prepared an accnunt nf work hy an
of the States Government. Neither tho United States

Government nor any agency thereof, nor of thcir cmployccs,
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i t y responsibility the accuracy, completeness. or usefulness of
any information, apparatus, or or repre-
sents that use would not infringe on privately rights.
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vice by or does nor
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favoring hy the States

The views and of authors expressed herein do not necessar-
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